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 I assure you  that The University of Lod exists; it has existed far before any records can be 
traced as to its existence. Pinpointing its location has always been somewhat of a problem since it 
varies as to its needs. As a matter of fact, those who have searched for it their entire lives might say 
that the school itself is consciously aware of the individuals who are trying to find it. To them I would 
confess they are correct. The school will only show itself to those who it wants itself to be known.

 If your intent is malicious or fallible in any way, it will simply move somewhere you are not. 
The only reliable way to find it, beyond it wanting to be found, would be to find those who live to pro-
tect it. They call themselves the Erelim. They are Protectors of the School…….well not just the school. 
The school is really just a by-product of their intentions.You see. The Erelim claim to hold back a tide 
of evil set to spill over this world. Without them all mankind would be at the mercy of The adversary, 
Lucifer, Satan, the deceiver, whatever you would like to call him.

 For if we cannot prove that there is a heaven or a hell, we can prove that there are men and 
monsters with great power in this world. I’ve seen it firsthand. You think you have, and you may yet. 
And when you do, I don’t think you will be as pleased as you’d hoped. However, I have met these crea-
tures in the dark. They are not too unlike you and me in many ways. But they do, through time, tend 

to lose themselves in the eternity of their lives. If not for the Erelim and their perils, 
its likely there would be no young ones in our world.

 That’s what brings me back to the university. This giant castle like structure is 
used mainly to train these Erelim. Or more accurately, to make Erelim out of 
those who are like you, searching for purpose in life, searching for this school 

maybe. It exists for the only purpose to be found, it makes me chuckle 
sometimes to think about it.
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 I have talked to many like yourself, some grew into old age never knowing the truth, others 
were told the truth and never believed it. All men are capable of damning themselves; few are will-
ing to take the leap to overcome the things they hope are not true. Oh don’t give me that look. You 
wouldn’t be still listening if you didn’t know that what I say is true. You wouldn’t have even started 
looking for an answer if you had no motivation to act on it.

 Unfortunately, whether its fate, or some sick joke, there can never be no more than 10,000 of 
these Erelim at any time. I have no real explanation for this. But as history would have it, when one 
dies, another Erelim fills their place. A young man just so happens to find the school.  A runaway 
stumbles into an Erelim who is fighting off a vile effigy of a loved one. Or maybe, a young woman 
comes home to find their family massacred by some horrible abomination. The Erelim show up to 
find her on the floor covered in the creatures remains, and know in their heart, that someone else in 
their ranks has lost their life, because this girl must be an Erelim. And they are usually right.  So in a 
way, the Erelim cannot choose who becomes part of their organization. And no individual can choose 
to become part of it either.

It either is, or was never meant to be. 
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Game Overview
 Assemblage of Eternity is a card game that brings the competitive feel of digital 
fighting games to the traditional gaming arena. Much like its counterpart, Assemblage of 
Eternity is designed for two to four players in Versus (2 player), Tag (4 player), and Scramble 
(4 player) modes.

Objective
 During the game, each player is pitted against the other players, or team, in card-
driven combat. After selecting a character, each player attempts to reduce their opponents’ 
life to zero.  
 Over the course of the game you will find yourself learning your character’s 
strengths and weaknesses, finding effective setups into their most powerful attacks, and 
essentially playing them better than every game previously.
 Some characters are harder to play than others. In the back of this book there are 
tools and strategies made available to help new players learn as quickly as possible. We 
also have created unique character matchups from our own play experiences to help give 
you an idea of how characters play against each other.

Stay Salty!

COMPONENT LIST
1 rulebook 
1 double sided game board
4 plastic character figures
11 power tokens
4 burst tokens
12 target tokens
4 health track tokens
92 cards  
4 character cards 
4 method decks of 20 cards 
4 common cards
4 quick reference cards
4 tag cards
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compOnent overview

GAME BOARD
A double sided game board is used to represent the level 
the characters are fighting on. 

CHARACTER FIGURES
Characters are represented by plastic figures, which 
will show where a player’s character is on the board as 
well as determining the range of attacks and whether 
or not they are knocked down. 

POWER TOKENS
These tokens represent the various abilities and powers of 
each character.  Each character will use their own unique 
tokens differently and how they function is noted on the 
character card.
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TARGET TOKENS
These tokens are only used in multiplayer modes to determine 
who a player’s target will be.

BURST TOKENS
These tokens are used to keep track of whether your character has Burst or 
not.

HEALTH TRACK TOKEN
This token is used to keep track of how much health each character 
has. 

Method Decks
Each character’s method deck contains 20 unique cards which 
will be drawn to form a players’ hand. The cards contained within 
each deck will be used by the players to defeat their opponent(s). 
There are both attack and utility cards in each method deck. Each 
characters method deck has a special symbol printed on it to 
easily find which cards make up a characters method deck. 
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TAG CARDS
Tag cards are a special type of common card that is only used in 
the Tag multiplayer variant. It is an additional card that players 
have as part of their hand. 

COMMON CARDS
Common cards are a special type of utility card that every player 
in the game has as part of their hand. These cards represent the 
basic feats that every character can do, and do not count towards 
a character’s hand limit. 

CHARACTER CARDS
Character cards keep information about your character. These 
cards are placed face up in front of your method deck and are 
used to keep track of special abilities, starting health, burst status, 
and hand size. Power tokens are used on some character cards to 
keep track of special abilities
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Setup
Players perform the following steps before each game:

1. CHOOSE WHICH MODE YOU’LL BE PLAYING: Detailed here are the rules for Versus mode 
(2 player). Alternate modes will be outlined in the variants section of this rulebook (pg. 
30). We highly recommend new players start with the versus mode before trying any of 
the Variants. 

2. SELECT YOUR CHARACTER: Each player selects the character they want to play and 
takes the character card, method deck, and character figure for their character. Multiple 
copies of the same character can be played as long as they are on opposing teams and 
each has their own method deck. Each character card has a symbol in  the bottom left 
corner called the character symbol. The method deck for your character can easily be 
found by taking all attack and utility cards with the matching symbol and shuffling them 
together. This forms your Method Deck. 

3. CHOOSE THE LEVEL YOU’RE PLAYING ON: Players decide what level, i.e. side of the 
board, the fight is going to take place on by any mutually agreeable method. Place the 
chosen level in the center of the table between both players. 

4. AQUIRE TOKENS & COMMON CARD: Each player also takes a common card, burst token, 
and up to four power tokens, or the amount, if any, as listed on their character’s card.

5. SET YOUR CHARACTERS TOTAL HEALTH: Finally, each players takes a health track token. 
Each player sets the health token to the appropriate level for their characters maximum 
Health, which can be found on their character card. 

6. PLACE YOUR CHARACTER FIGURES ON THE BOARD: Each player places their Character 
figure on the board. The starting location is different on every level and changes 
depending on the mode the players are playing. In versus mode, players place their 
characters on either the blue or red squares marked with a “1”. 
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7. SETTING UP THE CHARACTER PLAY AREA: Each player will place their character card on the table 
with their method deck facedown to the right of the character card. To the right of method deck 
will be a player’s discard pile. When any card does damage to an opponent it will be placed to 
the left of the character card and will be counted towards a character’s meter. 

8. DRAW YOUR STARTING HAND: A method deck consists of every attack card and utility 
card that matches your characters symbol. Each player shuffles these cards to make 
their method deck. Then, each player draws cards from their method deck equal to their 
character’s hand size. Remember, common cards start in the players hand and don’t 
count towards their hand size. 

playing the game
 Assemblage of Eternity is played over a number of turns, which consist of different 
phases. Once all of the phases have occurred, a new turn will begin. A turn will consist of 
the following phases:

•	 DRAW PHASE: Players simultaneously draw cards from their method decks up to their 
maximum hand size as listed on their character card.

 
•	 PLAY PHASE: Each player selects a card from their hand and places it face down on 

the table. Once both players have laid their card down, the cards are simultaneously 
revealed by flipping them face up.

•	 ATTACK PHASE: The players Determine whose card wins priority. First, both players must 
pay any required meter listed on their cards. Then, players both have an opportunity 
to burst. Any throws are then resolved. Then players use any pre-priority effects listed 
on their cards. Lastly, cards resolve in priority order. The player’s whose card resolves 
first may then link up to three additional cards, resolving them one at a time, to make 
up a combo. The player with the lower priority card may then resolve their card. If they 
took no damage, they may also link up to three cards resolving them one at a time. If a 
character’s health is ever reduced to zero after a card is resolved, the game immediately 
ends and the player with remaining health wins
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•	 CLEAN-UP	PHASE:	Once all cards have been resolved, any card that dealt damage will 
go to that player’s meter pile. Any common cards played will always return to its owner’s 
hand. All other cards will be placed in the player’s discard pile. Additionally, each player 
may place one card from their hand, facedown, on the bottom of their method deck.

Resolution Order:
1. Meter Requirement - Players must pay for meter requirement
2. Burst – Players always have an opportunity to burst. 
3. Throw – Throw cards are resolved.
4. Pre-Priority– Cards resolve their ‘pre-priority’ abilities.
5. Ante – Cards resolve their ante abilities.
6. Priority Order - All other cards are resolved in order of priority.

THE GOLDEN RULE
 Card resolution always happens in the order listed above. At the beggining of the 
attack phase players must pay for any meter requirements. Then, players always have an 
opportunity to burst. If neither player declares they are bursting, then throw’s resolve. 
After this, all cards resolve their ‘pre-priority’ abilities.  Finally, all other cards resolve in 
order of priority, listed on the card. 
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core ruleS
GAMES VS ROUNDS
 Each game of Assemblage of Eternity is played over two to three rounds. The rules 
listed explain how to play a single round. The first player to win two rounds wins the game. 

TARGET
 A target is an opposing character. In versus mode, the opposing player’s character 
is always the target. In multiplayer modes, targets are secretly selected when cards are 
chosen and placed face down. Multiplayer modes are detailed on page 30.

PRIORITY
 Priority is what players compare to determine the order in which cards resolve after 
the cards have been revealed. Players resolve their revealed cards in priority order from 
high to low. Since throws resolve before cards with a priority, they are considered faster 
than any card with priority listed on them. 
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ATTACK CARDS
 Attack cards make up the bulk of a character’s method deck. Attack cards can link 
with any other attack card with the proper input. Attack cards are made up of the following:
1. Priority – This represents how fast the attack is. The higher the priority the faster the 

attack.
2. Meter Requirement – Some cards have a meter cost required to play them.
3. Range – This represents the number of squares away your target must be for this attack 

to hit. “1” would be the square adjacent to your figure. 
4. Abilities and Tags – These note special rules associated with the card in play. 
5. Input – This tells you what cards this attack can link with. 
6. Attack Damage & Link Damage - This is how much attack damage or link damage the 

card deals when resolving.
7. Card Title - This is what the card is called. 
8. Character Symbol - This symbol lets players know what character this card belongs to.
9. Fight Stick - This is a picture of a controller. It has no effect on gameplay.
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Utility Cards
 Utility cards represent special abilities that each character has at their disposal. 
These cards function much like attack cards, only they can never be linked with, unless 
stated otherwise. Some may have a meter requirement listed in the top left in order to be 
played. How, or even if, a utility card resolves may depend on what your target chooses to 
play.  

1. Meter Requirement – Some cards have a meter cost required to play them.
2. Card Title - This is what the card is called. 
3. Abilities and Tags – These note special rules associated with the card in play.
4. Character Symbol - This symbol lets players know what character this card belongs to.
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Common Cards
 Common cards are a special type of utility card that every player will always have 
access to on any given turn.  Some common cards have two abilties listed. In this case, the 
orientation of the card will determine which ability is used. When revealing these cards, the 
ability that is facing upright relative to the card owner is the active ability. common cards 
are never sent to meter, and are instead always added to a players hand during the clean-
up phase. 

1. Common Card Symbol - This symbol denotes which cards are common cards.
2. Card Title - This is what the card is called. 
3. Abilities and Tags – These note special rules associated with the card in play.
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Character Cards
 Character cards contain basic information required to play your character. They 
detail your character’s name, how much health they start the game with, how many cards 
you draw up to at the start of each draw phase, and any special abilities your character has. 
character cards also have a symbol in the bottom left corner that tells you what cards make 
up the character’s method deck. 

1. Character Name - This is the name of the character. 
2. Health Total - This is the starting health value of this character. 
3. Character Symbol - This symbol lets you know what cards make up this character 

method deck. 
4. Hand Size - This is how many cards a player draws up to at the start of each turn. 
5. Special Abilities - These are the special abilities associated with this character. 

Sometimes these abilities will also detail additional setup steps such as taking tokens 
specific to the character. 
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CHECKING PRIORITY 
 When a player’s target plays a card that has the same priority as theirs they must 
check priority during the priority order step of the attack phase. This can only happen if two 
cards of the same priority are played, or when abilities are used to make priorities equal. 
The only other time a player must check priority is when two pre-priority cards are played 
at the same time. In these situations, players must check priority during the pre-priority 
step of the attack phase. 

 To check priority, each Player must secretly select a card from their hand and lay it 
face down. Once both player’s have done this, the cards are revealed and the player whose 
card has the highest printed priority resolves first.  The cards used to check priority are 
then discarded and play proceeds as normal. If both players selected a card with the same 
priority they must choose new cards. This continues until one player has won priority. 
When choosing a card to checking priority, a player may always choose to use the top card 
of their Method Deck instead of a Card from their hand. The player may not look at this card 
before deciding to use it. Cards with no printed priority, common cards, and utility cards all 
count as having 0 priority. 

TECHING
 When two players targeting each other both play a throw, the throw is teched. When 
teching occurs, the effect of both throws is cancelled, neither character takes damage, and 
any text on either player’s card is considered blank. 
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COMBOS
 A Combo is the total amount of cards a player has played during the turn, including 
the first card played face down. When a player resolves their card, if they haven’t taken 
any damage this turn, they may link up to three additional cards from their hand. The 
accumulation of all Linked cards make up a combo. The standard combo limit is four cards, 
including the first card played. 

LINKING 
 Linking is when a player plays one card after another to make up a combo. After 
cards are revealed, the player who wins priority gets to resolve first, when resolving a card, 
a player may choose to link up to three cards for which they meet the requirements. 

 A player may never link if they have taken damage before their revealed card 
resolves. This means, the player with the lower priority may only link cards if they have 
taken no damage. 

 All attack cards can be linked so long as a player has the proper Input. Utility 
cards cannot link unless they specifically state otherwise. When linking a card, the player 
resolves each linked card one at a time. 

1. Cards that can be linked are cards that can be played after the card that is currently 
resolving. 

2. A player may link any attack card that has the correct Input. 

3. A player may not Link if: 
•  They have taken any damage 
• They have reached the combo limit of four.
• They Tech, Whiff, Burst, or their card is considered blank.
• Their card is cancelled
• Their hand does not contain a card with the proper input 
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INPUT 
 Input is printed on attack cards as L, M, H, or S.  These letters stand for Light, 
medium, heavy, and special. Each input will be either white, yellow, or red. 

•	 White Input - This type of Input represents what attacks the card cannot link with. 
•	 Yellow Input - This type of Input represents what the next card can be. (e.g A card with a 

yellow L and H mean that the next card played must be either a light or heavy.)
•	 Red Input - This type of Input represents the type of attack the card is. This type would 

either be a light, medium, heavy, or special.  A red input can always link into another red 
input. 

A	Card	without	an	input	cannot	be	linked	unless	it	specifically	states	it	on	the	card.	

WHIFFING 
 Whiffing is when any card misses its target. This happens when the target of an 
attack card is not within the card’s listed range when it resolves. If a card whiffs, the player 
may not link cards. All abilities and tags, other	than	final, can still be used.  

METER
 During the clean-up phase, each player places all cards that damaged a target into a 
pile near their character card. This pile becomes their character’s meter, and can be spent 
to activate meter abilities from either cards or character abilities. The amount of meter 
each player has is always public knowledge. Common cards are never sent to meter.
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METER ABILITIES
 Certain cards have special meter abilities that can be used.  In general, these will 
be listed as “Meter X: Do Y.” where X is equal to the cost of the meter ability, and Y is the 
action that will occur as a result.  These meter abilities are used when resolving the card 
containing them, and may be used before and/or after dealing the damage from the card.  
Meter abilities may also be used as many times as a player has enough meter to pay.  
When a card is taken from the meter pile and used to pay the cost of a meter ability, either 
from a card or character ability, it is removed from the game.  

METER REQUIREMENT
 Some cards have a meter requirement in order to be played from a player’s hand. 
The cost listed on the card equals the number of cards that must be spent from a player’s 
meter.  If a player bursts when a card is revealed, the meter cost required for that card must 
still be paid.  

ABILITIES AND TAGS
•	 Meter X: Each time a player pays the meter cost of “X” these abilities they occur. They 

may be paid as many times as a player has meter.
•	 Final: If this card did damage, and is the last card in your combo, then players may use 

the final ability listed on their cards. 
•	 Terminal – After playing a card with the terminal tag a player may no longer link cards.
•	 Pre-Priority: During the pre-priority phase players may use these abilities. After 

resolving them, or not, the rest of the turn is played out normally. If this ability is listed 
on a linked card it cannot be used. In other words, pre-priority abilities cannot be used 
on	any	card	but	the	first	in	a	Combo. If two or more players play a pre-priority card they 
must check priority to determine who’s resolves first. 

•	 Resolve: When this card is resolved, players may use this ability before or after damage.
•	 Ante: During the Ante phase, players may ante the resource listed to do these abilities. 

If multiple players have ante abilties on their cards then each player must secretly add 
the resouce.

•	 Clean-up: During the Clean-up phase these abilities must happen. 
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KNOCKDOWN
 Knockdown is a negative status effect that is caused by certain card abilities. If a 
character is affected by knockdown, place the character figure on its side. For their next 
turn only, reduce all of the priorities on their cards played by one. The effect of knockdown 
only lasts one turn. Cards with no priority values printed on them are not effected by 
knockdown. Cards with a printed priority such as Dash are still affected. After the next turn 
is over, the knocked down character figure is turned right side up as they are no longer 
under the effects of knockdown.

ROOT
 Root is a negative status effect that is caused by certain card abilities. Once affected 
by root, players will place the character figure on its side. For their next turn only, reduce 
all of the character’s priorities by one. Root will also prevent that character from being 
moved by any of their own cards. After the next turn is over, the knocked down character 
figure is turned right side up as they are no longer under the effects of root.

CANCELLING CARDS
 Some cards, such as throw, state in their text that they will cancel it’s target’s card. If 
a card is cancelled, then it is immediately discarded. The card’s abilities and tags cannot be 
used, and it cannot deal damage.  However, any meter required to play the card must still 
be paid before discarding it.
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BURST
 Each character starts the game with one burst token on their character card. During 
the burst step of the attack phase a player may discard this token to choose to burst. In 
addition, a player may discard this token and burst each time he gets to resolve a card 
linked in a combo. A player who bursts immediately cancels the card they were resolving 
when they burst. For the rest of the turn they are immune to damage, and cannot be 
affected by other cards in any way. 
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DEALING DAMAGE
 All cards that do damage either do attack damage or link damage. The	first	card	to	
do damage in a combo always deals the attack damage listed on the card. Every other card 
after the first, deals link damage. Cards without an attack damage or link damage value are 
considered to have a value of 0. 

END CONDITIONS
•	 Running out of Health: If a player’s health tracker ever drops below 1 on the health 

track they are considered defeated. 
•	 Going to Time: If a player ever needs to draw a card on their turn and their Method deck 

is empty, the game immediately ends. The player with the most health is declared the 
winner.

•	 Ring Out: If a character is ever moved over one of the red lines on the game board, they 
are considered to be thrown out of play and is removed from the game.
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MOVEMENT AND RANGE
 When moving, a figure may move in any direction including diagonally. If a figure 
would move onto another figure for any reason, they instead jump over that figure 
and move one additional space in the direction they were already moving. Range and 
movement is measured in the same way. A figure with a movement of 1 can move one 
space in any direction. Likewise, a card with a range of 1 can only attack the spaces 
adjacent to the figure.  

CHARACTER SPECIFIC RULES
 Ciel: The Sean token can always occupy the same space as a character. The token can 
never be targeted and can never leave play for any reason unless removed by Ciel herself.

HOW TO ANTE
 Ante abilities on cards allow players to bet a certain amount of resource to gain 
a benefit. If multiple players reveal cards with an ante ability each must secretly ante a 
chosen amount of resources. If only one player revealed an ante card then no secrecy is 
required. Regardless, any meter bet on ante abilities is lost. 
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multiplayer variants
Tag
Tag mode is played in much the same way as a versus game, with the following changes:
• All players receive a tag card that counts as a second common card.
• If a character’s health is ever reduced to zero, they may no longer be tagged in.  
• If both characters on a team are reduced to zero health, the opposing team is declared 

the winning team.
• Going to Time: If a player ever needs to draw a card on their turn and their Method deck 

is empty, they may only play the Tag card for the remainder of the game.
• If both characters on a team Go to Time, the game immediately ends and the whichever 

team has the highest total combined health is the winner.
• During the clean up phase, players who are tagged out gain 2 health and may discard 

one card face down to the botttom of their decks.  Finally, they draw up to their 
maximum characters hand size.

Scramble
Scramble mode is played with three to four players on the board at the same time.  The 
following rule changes apply:
• Each player is given a target token for each opponent in the game. 
• During the play phase, each player will secretly select another player as their target. 

They will do so by taking the target token for the chosen target and placing it face down 
next to their own selected card.  When cards are revealed, this target token is flipped to 
show who each player is targeting.

• Bursting can only be done when cards are revealed for the round..
• The game is played until all but one character’s health is reduced to zero. The last 

character with health remaining is the winner. 
If any player goes to time, the game ends and whoever has the highest health is the victor. 
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Scramble Teams
Scramble teams mode is played the same as scramble mode with the following changes:
• Scramble teams mode can only be played with 4 players.
• Players only receive target tokens for the characters on the opposing team.
• The decision on which player to target may be discussed between players on the same 

team. However, this must be done openly and cannot be done in secret.
• Going to Time: If both players on a team ever need to draw a card on their turn and their 

Method deck is empty, the game immediately ends and whichever team has the highest 
combined health totals is the winner.

Vampire Scramble
This is the Succubus Publishing’s playtesters’ perfered variant of scramble. This version 
removes player elimination and the benefit of picking on characters. Vampire scramble 
mode is played exactly the same as scramble mode with the following changes: 
• Each character only starts with ten health. 
• Anytime a character is dealt damage, the character who dealt the damage gains that 

much health.
• Reducing an opposing character’s health to zero does not remove them from the game, 

and they can play as normal.
• If a character is still dealt damage when they are already at zero health, then the 

character dealing the damage gains nothing.
• Play continues until someone goes to time. The player with the most health after 

someone goes to time is considered the winner.

FaQ
•	 Can i use Pre-Priority abilities on cards that i’m linking?
No. Linking cards cant use pre-priority abilities as they are still played after the pre-priority 
step of the resolution order. 
•	 When can i use “resolve” abilities on a card?
Anytime you are resolving the card. This can be before or after the damage is dealt but 
must be before any Final abilities. 
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•	 When	moving	someone	from	an	effect	can	i	move	them	onto	my	space?
Yes, but make sure you move them one additional space in the same direction as per the 
normal movement rules. 
•	 Can the game “go to time” during a combo?
Yes, if a player ever has to draw a card for any reason, including a resolve effect, the game 
goes to time and immediately ends. Whichever player has the most health wins. 
•	 Does Octavius’s “Feign of Dragons” beat “Throw”?
Depends on positioning. Feign of Dragons is basically a “Throw” that lets you move 
2 spaces. The catch of the card is that it happens during the pre-priority step of the 
resolution order.  If two opponents were adjacent, the “Throw” would cancel the Feign of 
Dragons. However, if they were each one or two spaces away, the “Throw” would whiff and 
the “Feign of Dragons” would move Octavius into range and let him cancel the whiffed 
“Throw.” 
•	 Can	you	cancel	a	card	that	whiffed?
Yes. So long as the card is still in play in front of the player who played it, it can be 
canceled. This could happen before or after its resolved. A whiffed card isn’t discarded until 
the clean-up phase.
•	 Can you link into “feign of dragons”
No. Feign of dragons Meter ability requries you to have canceled a card using Feign of 
Dragons.
•	 Can you link into a card that doesn’t have the proper input but can after spending 

meter?
Nope. If it doesn’t have the proper input when its revealed it cant be chosen. 
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Quick Reference 
Phase Order
1. Draw - Draw up to your hand size
2. Play - Play one card from your hand face down 
3. Attack - Reveal cards and then resolve them in resolution order
  a. Pay meter requirement
  b. Each player may burst
  c. Throws resolve
  d. Pre-priority abilities resolve  
  e. Ante abilities resolve
  f. Cards resolve in priority order
4. Clean-Up 
  a. Cards that did damage are gained as meter
  b. You may discard a card to the bottom of your deck
  c. Perform clean-up abilities  

Tags:
Meter X - For each time a Player spends X Meter they must do whatever 
the ability says.
Final - If this card did damage, and is the last card in your combo, then 
players may use the final ability listed on their cards. 
Terminal - You may not link cards after this one.
Knockdown - Reduce your opponents priority by one during the next 
round.
Rooted - In addition to being knocked down, your opponent may not 
move their Character for any reason next round.
Resolve - This ability optionaly occurs when this card resolves. 
Ante - During the Ante phase, you may ante the 
resource listed to do these abilities. 
Clean-up - During the Clean-up phase these 
abilities must happen. 


